
Converting V2.11 Applications to PanelMate Power Series

The on-line PanelMate Power Series units can run version 2.11 configurations(.PC? files)
without modification once imported into the Power Series and exported as Power Series
(.PPS) files. Version 2.11 upgraded applications running on Power Series on-line units will
run the same as on V2.11 hardware with the only difference being improved performance.
If, however, you wish to make changes to the application that take advantage of new
Power Series features such as Power Graphics, Touchscreen, Maintenance Template, etc.
then the application must be converted to a Power Series application.  The remainder of
this document deals with the conversion process.

Importing V2.11 Applications to the Power Series Data Base:

The Power Series editor supports importing of V2.11 applications into its data base from
the File/Import menu.  In the Import dialog box you must specify the type of file in the List
Files of Type section (2000/3000 Mono, 2000/3000 Color, 4000, or All Files) to select files
other than Power Series files (the default selection), then select the file to import in the File
Name section and click the OK button.  The editor will prompt you with a dialog box saying
that the import function will convert these files to Power Series.  When that OK button is
clicked the editor will first import the file to the data base, then save the data base, and
finally open the imported application from the data base.  This will take anywhere from a
minute to as long as 45 minutes depending on the speed of your computer, the size of the
imported application and the size and number of other applications in the data base.

The Power Series editor can then be used to modify, or enhance the application.  Once
these changes have been made the application can be exported from the data base into a
downloadable .PPS file from the File/Export menu.  Once exported the .PPS file can be
downloaded into the Power Series on-line unit from the File/VCP Transfer menu.

Conversion Issues #1 - Application Size:

The initial releases of the Power Series Editor would import full-sized templates, variable-
sized templates, message files, fonts, parameters, PLC name and port tables, etc. into
their corresponding objects without impact on applications size and functionality.  However,
when importing static text and symbols, each character is converted into a single text
object with a single character string.  Symbols become a collection of individual text
objects.  Because single character text objects are less efficient to store than individual
characters in a V2.11 file, applications with lots of graphic symbols and character mode
static text will become much larger (>50% larger) when exported to .PPS files than the
V2.11 source files.  In some cases these larger files will take up so much more dynamic
ram memory that 10 page applications which fit in V2.11 hardware will not fit into 15 page
Power Series hardware, and 30 page applications get larger than will fit in 100 page Power
Series hardware.



The solution to this problem is a new V2.11 import function which was incorporated in the
Power Series editor (V3.1) which places consecutive text characters of the same
foreground and background colors and font into a single text object.  This works for both
static text and symbols.  The result is that the exported Power Series .PPS file is
approximately the same size at the V2.11 downloadable file and will fit in the corresponding
on-line unit.

Completing the V2.11 Conversion to Power Series:

In many cases V2.11 customers are upgrading to Power Series PanelMates in order to
take advantage of the new pixel based graphics and additional page capacity.  The reason
PanelMate Power Series is able to hold up to 100 pages is twofold. First, the on-line unit
with the capacity expansion kit has more memory than V2.11 hardware. Second, Power
Graphics, which are pixel-based and object oriented, can be much more memory efficient
than character based graphics found in V2.11.  The problem is that if you only do a direct
import of a V2.11 application, even with the enhanced import utility, you don’t gain the
benefit of Power Graphics’ enhanced memory efficiency.  If you go back into the imported
application and convert all graphic symbols and static character graphics into Power
Graphics using rectangles, polygons, lines, ellipses, etc., the exported .PPS file will actually
become smaller than the original V2.11 downloadable file, thereby achieving the increased
capacity expected.

In addition the graphics can be significantly enhanced through use of the Symbol Factory
clipart included in the new PanelMate Power Pro software.  This package contains over
3000 professionaly rendered object based industrial symbols for a wide variety of
applications.  The clunky character graphics of the DOS platform can now come to life and
be much easier to understand through use of these object based symbols.
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